Logging in to the Web Portal

To access GRChIE outside of the EHR, you can use the web portal view. To access this view from a hospital workstation, simply click on the GRChIE Web icon in Citrix. To access it from your iPhone or iPad, simply visit gru.edu/grachie from your mobile browser.

To log in, read the user agreement and enter your username and password in the appropriate fields. Afterwards, click “I have read and understand the GRChIE User Agreement” to agree to the user agreement and proceed into the GRChIE portal.

User Agreement and Log-in:

Searching for Patient Data

The entire patient’s First and Last name is required, in addition to the Date of Birth. Additionally, the search will return a maximum of two patients. If too little information is provided by the user in the search fields, the result will be an error and no search results returned.

Accessing Patient Data:
DATE VIEW OPTIONS AVAILABLE

In the View Option drop down menu there are multiple display options for the patient data. These options include the “Combined Clinical Summary View” and the “Combined Source Document List.”

- **Combined Clinical Summary View:** This is often referred to as the patient’s aggregated CCD. This will display all data that is available to GRACHIE on the patient in one consolidated view.
- **Combined Source Document List:** This will present a list to the user of all the individual documents that GRACHIE has available on the patient. These individual documents together are what would make up the Combined Clinical Summary View. However, in this option the user can view them independently from one another.

The user should select the View Option desired.

**COMBINED CLINICAL SUMMARY VIEW OVERVIEW**

Upon logging in to this view, take note of the following disclaimer which is seen above the patient’s aggregated record. All users should understand this disclaimer while utilizing GRACHIE for patient care.

**Disclaimer:** This record is an aggregate summary of medical information obtained from multiple participating healthcare providers. This clinical summary is intended to support optimal patient care. It is not intended to replace the patient’s medical record nor is it guaranteed to encompass all historical information on this patient. It is provided to you in conformation with the patient privacy requirements.

**Combined Clinical Summary View:**